
Gilead and Tabor, Iowa

Wikipedia's article states that Gilead, a town in the novel of the same name by

Marilynne Robinson  is based on the real town of Tabor, Iowa, located in the

southwest corner of the state and well-known for its importance in the abolition

movement. (cf Gilead p. 173, 234) Likewise, the character of the narrator's

grandfather is loosely based on the real life story of the Rev. John Todd, a

congregationalist minister from Tabor who was a conductor on the Underground

Railroad, and who stored weapons and ammunition used by abolitionist John

Brown in his "invasion" of Missouri in 1857 to free a group of slaves, and later —

without Todd’s knowledge or involvement—in his 1859 raid on the U.S. military

arsenal at Harpers Ferry."        http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilead_(novel)

Tabor. Iowa was founded in 1852 by George Belcher Gaston, who

persuaded John Todd, a young congregationalist pastor, and three other men

and their families to join him in establishing a Christian community on the western prairies centered

around an institution of learning similar to Oberlin, Ohio. After an attempt to plant the town at Civil

Bend was defeated by flooding and mosquitoes, a town was established 10 miles north on a hilly plateau

and named Tabor after the mountain where Jesus was raised.  One of the first things they did was conduct

church services and hold school classes in the Gaston house, later erecting a building for both.  Tabor was

eventually incorporated in 1868.  Gilead only seems to allude to Tabor from time to time, however

Tabor's location and early history are key to the background of the fictional Gilead. 

The book Gilead is about three generations of preachers. John Ames' grandfather was loosely based on

Rev. John Todd's life, but they were quite different people. John Todd helped found

Tabor and was pastor of the Congregational Church in Tabor for 30 years though

his early ministry there included regional “circuit preaching.” His preaching was

described as conversational rather than oratorical. In his early years he used

outlines, in later years wrote them out. (Gilead. pp 18f) His early ministry focused on

the abolition of slavery, his later years on temperance. His oldest son, James Edgar

Todd graduated from Oberlin Seminary in 1870, studied science at Yale, then

returned to Tabor College to teach science for 10 years, in 1893 he went to teach in

South Dakota (where he was state geologist); in 1907, he became professor of geology

and mineralogy  at the University of Kansas. At a time when science and the Bible

were in seeming conflicts (he corresponded with Darwin), he “had the intellectual

honesty not to ignore scientific truth” - they only strengthened James' faith. A second

son, Quintus Curtius Todd  also attended theological school but served only

intermittently as a clergyman, working briefly as a teacher and as a telegraph

operator;  after marriage, he pursued various occupations, including homesteader,

clergyman, insurance agent, and traveling salesman. John and Martha Todd's also

had three daughters. After Martha's death in 1888, John Todd remarried in 1891, but died in 1894.

In the late 1850's, Tabor was an important Station on the Underground Railroad as escaping slaves fled

to Canada. Close to the violence of “bleeding Kansas”, John Brown (Gilead. p 105f) used Tabor as a refuge

and base and stored weapons there ( p.113), as he secretly planned his raid on

Harper's Ferry and his subsequent hanging  – which helped spark the

American Civil War. While Robinson humorously describes tunneling ( p.

58ff) – none have ever been found – houses had secret hiding places (G p. 158).

The Todds, Gastons and others took many perilous risks  “conducting”

escaping slaves to freedom.  John Todd's house remains as a museum –

part of the Tabor Anti-Slavery Historic District. In 1857, Samuel Howe

(his wife wrote the Battle Hymn of the Republic) and James Lane blazed a

trail across Southern Iowa to Tabor and Civil Bend and then crossed the

Missouri into Kansas. Large parties of emigrants to Kansas came through Tabor along this route. Many

became “Jayhawkers” - guerrilla fighters battling for a free Kansas. In 1859, another surge of emigrants

would pass through on their way to the Pikes Peak Gold Rush. Tabor's townspeople never hesitated to

“entertain every stranger so they wouldn't miss entertaining an angel.” It has been written that “Tabor,

according to its ability, did more to make Kansas a free state than any other place in the Country.”



Tabor College (briefly mentioned on p. 50 of Gilead).  In 1853 the Tabor Literary Institute incorporated

"the object of which shall be to harmoniously develop the moral, mental, and physical powers of those who

enjoy its privileges. The privileges of the Institution shall be alike free to both sexes and all classes." In 1860

the Institute moved into its first building – a Chapel, and in 1866, finally after years of sacrifice and war,

the citizens raised enough capital for it to  become Tabor College -  Four-year courses were offered in

classical, scientific, and literary departments.  Eventually four buildings would be built – one a three story

brick building with a tower called Gaston

Hall. Only one of them remains – Adams Hall

was used to house German Prisoners in

WWII and now is an apartment house.

Tabor College followed Oberlin College's

example of being the first in the nation in

educating women and Negroes. Graduates of

Tabor, many of them women, did missionary

work in India, Turkey, Japan and Mexico;

over 200 became educators in the West.

Many were involved in home missions in

California, New Mexico and Arizona, But,

beset by continuing financial struggles, even

after building a railroad, the College closed

its doors in 1927.

In 1895, Tabor bragged about itself as “the Town that never had a Saloon.”  Its population in 1875 was

only 295 – though about 200 students attended the College. Bypassed in 1865 by the Burlington and

Missouri River Railway, the college and town built The Tabor and Northern Railway in 1890 along a rather

difficult, hilly 8.79 mile route (dubbed by Ripley's Believe it or Not as the World's shortest Standard gauge

Railroad) to the CB&Q in Malvern. It ran for 30 years, until replaced by highways. A surge in population

for this farming town resulted – about 1,000 people in 1895 which is its current population as well. 

Robinson says of Gilead: “A stranger might ask, why there is a town here at all. . . it was just a dogged little

outpost in the sand hills within striking distance of Kansas. That is really all it was meant to be. It was a

place John Brown and Jim Lane could fall back on when they needed to heal and to rest. There must have

been a hundred little towns like it, set up in the heat of an old urgency that is all forgotten now, and their

littleness and their shabbiness, which is the measure of the courage and passion that went into the making

of them, now just look awkward and provincial and ridiculous, even to the people who have lived here long

enough to know better.” 

Tabor still is a small town, its college long gone, its founding families have moved on, it now has two

taverns  – but its web site proclaims “What makes Tabor so special, however, is the dedication of its citizens

who personify the ideals of small town living in their respect for hard work, spirit of volunteerism, and most

of all, the way that they care for one another. People who long for the bygone days when life was less

complicated, food was home cooked, and  friends and neighbors were one in the same, will find themselves at

home here in Tabor, Iowa.” Certainly Tabor has a heritage that should be remembered for its courage and

sacrifice.

A prime source for information was

 John Todd and the Underground Railroad 

by James Patrick Morgans

See www.nps.gov/nr/travel/underground/ia1.htm and  www.taboriowahistoricalsociety.org  for more  links
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